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About This Game

Runers is a top-down rogue-like dungeon shooter where you explore a vast underground labyrinth and face fierce monsters and
bosses. As the game advances further into the dungeon, you will gather Runes, which will be used to combine into 285 unique

spells. Discovering new spells will unlock their entries in your Runedex; unlock them all! But be careful – if you die, your
playthrough is finished.

We wanted to make a game that had a lot of replayability, customization, and discovery. Almost every design choice we made
focused on furthering those three goals. We want the player to be able to choose the playing style that suits them: long range
sniper, mid range run and gun, or an up close brawler. There are many features to facilitate this level of customization. When

you earn enough experience you will level up and be able to choose from 4 random traits to make you even stronger.

Each floor is procedurally generated, so the enemies, rooms, event rooms, and bosses you face are all randomly chosen, making
every playthrough different. You will not encounter everything in the game in one playthrough, or even five: there is always

something new to encounter.
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Each floor and room is completely randomized – each run will be a different experience

Choose from 20 Races and 20 Classes to customize your runs

Runes have unique stats that modify the spells you create with them

Choose from 285 different spells to build your own unique spell loadouts

Upgrade your spells to make them even stronger

50 different traits to choose from when leveling up

10 procedurally generated floors to explore and fight through

15+ random bosses and 100+ random enemies to fight

Numerous Challenges, Event Rooms, and Achievements to complete

Defeating enemies unlocks entries in your Beastiary

5 difficulties to increase the challenge
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Title: Runers
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
LGK Games
Publisher:
Mastertronic
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2014
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English,German,Russian,Japanese
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10\/10 did not let me shoot anybody

money well wasted. Probably the Best steam locomotive in the TS I played ever. Even considering that perfect graphics and
textures are from 2012, the overall feeling and experience is satisfied much more, than in others I played. Even taking in
account that they represent different steam locomotive classes (passenger) and have different sizes of boiler and driving wheels,
they don't give a feeling that you drive a steam locomotive just because here the most complicated part is starting, not reaching
the line speed. The driving is not that complicated as in Pannier Class, but in the same time provide you a challenge. It's the
second locomotive from Classics (I do not have Pro series, so I can't compare them) I ever played that really required me to play
with the throttle and cutoff positions. Brakes aren't that rigid as in British ones but still need to pay attention when choosing the
train brake pipe pressure (the american diesel locos are much more easier, but have a brake lag as a downside).
Unfortunately there not that many built-in scenarios available to drive this locomotive, probably only the workshop and
community ones.. This line is an awesome route and I had an awesome time on the route in TANE!. First of all, I would like to
mention that I started off hating this game because of it's controls, but then I started using a controller and WOW the change
was dramatic. The game is so much better with a controller, it feels way more natural and less awkward to control. Instead of
being a game of skitterish squirrels skating on slippery ice, it became a tight and easy to manuever elite soccer game. I really
love this game now and so do my friends. This game requires skills and lots of luck, but it is really fun!

Would definitely recommend :D. I bought this DLC just for that ship in a bottle for my cabin
10\/10. There's arcade flight games, and there's super-realistic flight sims. It's really difficult to blur the lines between the two,
but Ace Combat does it. I think it takes real skill and subtlety to design a flight game that *feels* real but doesn't require you to
get a piloting license just to play. It's incredibly inclusive - anyone is welcome to step into a world-class fighter jet, be treated
like a pro (when you're not - I'm definitely not), become part of a squadron, and be asked to carry out dangerous missions. The
drama and aerial thrills never let up, and the soundtrack is above and beyond.

This is my first Ace Combat game, and wow, it really doesn't disappoint. As others have said, it's an excellent entry point -
probably the best, since a game that deals this much with modern warfare - and relies on cutting-edge graphics - is best
experienced new.

The reason people tore this game up was flight sticks? It's Ace Combat, not Microsoft Flight Sim. Ace Combat is a long
Playstation franchise. It's *meant* to be played with a controller. I have a joystick (for Elite Dangerous, which is incredibly less
welcoming) and I don't feel like I've lost any of AC7's experience using a PS4 controller.

But $60 is a lot to ask. I think the game is worth it (just barely), but I still encourage you to wait for a sale. Even a small one. I
won't try to claim it'll be everyone's thing, but if being thrust into a war zone, surrounded by radio chatter and flying missiles
makes your heart beat a little faster, Ace Combat 7 will work for you.. This is an amazing free shooter, one I would gladly pay a
one time fee for. As there isn't, I've supported the developers by buying membership when I can (which has neat perks too)

Think a mix between Starcraft, Halo CE and Battlefield 2142. The result is PlanetSide 2. runable grabage =
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I wanted to like this game, but I feel it really needs some polish to be good. Conceptually, the game presents a neat world with a
lot of potential for a good and intriguing story, however it's execution leaves something to be desired. As a puzzle-platformer,
the movement mechanics are not as solid as they should be, which can lead to frustrating missed jumps and having to restart
levels or segments again. The puzzles while the core mechanic are often repetative and sometimes more trial and error than
actually intuitive. Because of the trial and error and poor control, the first "boss" was less an exciting experience and more a dull
trudge of figuring out what to do and restarting over and over at checkpoints. Other complains are more quality of life issues,
such as the loading times, but also by design your character warps back in time to an established checkpoint but if you die by
falling into a pit (which will happen) if you are unable to warp back in time the whole level has to be replayed, which can be
monotonous since you have to do all the required actions of setting up clones, but then also waiting for those clones to complete
their required actions.

TLDR it's a game I wanted to like, but I just can't get behind.. I love the game, the story and animation. But there is one thing I
would love to have, an online-multiplayer-mode!. Million to One Hero is a solid platformer, very engaging and with high
replayability. The game is very addictive and you never want to stop trying different levels. The level creator is one of the
highlights, as so far is the strongest platform in-game level creator I have seen--it actually shares similarities with The Incredible
Machine (good old fun!). The playability is smooth, great soundtrack!-- I miss NyxQuest, so it is a nice "sequel". Quite a cheesy
yet interesting game i do like the physics , it looks like one of those android games you can get on google play but i do enjoy it ,
its very cheap as well

pros: Arcade Style racing game very easy it feels familiar in handelling
it has numerous modes 4 distinct modes, Death race, Normal 1 lap race or sprint, and time attack, and missions marked by the
big M for mackster
Open world and you can get vehicles off the streets or you can buy some right at the far end of the map
good graphics for unity and an indy developer
feels like my gmod sandbox partially
Love the ai perfectly programmed to mimic russias driving habits i find it quite funny.
any car you have nicked and you like it can be saved in the garage
hint there is a supercar hidden in the game that can spawn in the streets thats the best car in the game so far.

Quirkiness: It has badly translated russian to english if the devs want a guy to fix the ui i could so it says good english.

overall:

I am overall impressed that madout city done by a small team or one dev has been done very well I commend the person who
has done madout city cheap and Fun
i expect to have hours of fun on this and its low on hdd space as well only 133 mb

Future development for devs take note

Multiplayer,(recommended but hosted on steam multiplayer servers)
More Garages to Repair your vehicle spray your vehicle etc
prehaps release some performance shops to futhure enhance your cars modified and unmodified
i would like to extreme tune the lada 2101
More customization for vehicles start off with a range of spoilers at the bodyshop
The garage you start with needs improvement and rear wall at the garage with a hole for your player to go in and then grab your
car

Your unique car liveries need to save when you right click and click car_paint because everytime i save it and get it repaired it
reverts back to the old livery.(well i did get the supercar which is already tuned)
if performance upgrades where released to make your car go faster i would so be nicking that lada in game the lada 2101 and
fully tune it with performance upgrades
needs some hardbass like a true slav.

for people reading my review: Go buy it and see for yourself guys and gals its actually worth it
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UPDATE2018: The Cars are Now customizable And a hellla alot of fun Made it 10x As playable and worth it havent seen the
performence upgrades yet but I will look into it the game has gone from good to much better keeping it installed ready for use
The devs Listened and i am Increasingly happy with there product. Trash. Syntax crash @ 15min means no boobs.
Horrible translation & achievements are broken.
Won't boot at all without patch by another player.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/LfGYxFYCUUs
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